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A B S T R A C T

It is often assumed that interventions aimed at supporting students’ self-regulated learning (SRL)
are effective for improving achievement because these interventions support SRL activity. In this
study, meta-analytic structural equation modeling (MASEM) was used to test whether SRL ac-
tivity indeed mediates the effect of SRL interventions on achievement in higher education.
Contrary to popular belief, the results only provide evidence for partial mediation. Furthermore,
three separate meta-analyses were performed to investigate the role of possible moderators of the
relations between: (1) SRL interventions and achievement, (2) SRL interventions and SRL ac-
tivity, and (3) SRL activity and achievement. Although SRL interventions were effective in im-
proving SRL activity and achievement, most of the study, measurement, and intervention mod-
erators did not explain significant variance of the investigated effect sizes. Other factors, such as
task motivation and time on task, potentially influence the effectiveness of SRL interventions.
Practical, theoretical and methodological implications are provided.

1. Introduction

Factors influencing academic achievement have always received great attention from scholars, and self-regulated learning (SRL)
is no exception (Boer, Donker-Bergstra, Kostons, & Korpershoek, 2013). Higher education students who engage in SRL are actively
involved in their learning process. As SRL activity has consistently been found to be related to student achievement, research into
ways to support SRL is plentiful (e.g., Azevedo & Cromley, 2004; Azevedo, Cromley, & Seibert, 2004; Bannert, Hildebrand, &
Mengelkamp, 2009; Broadbent & Poon, 2015; Nietfeld, Cao, & Osborne, 2006; Stark & Krause, 2009). In general, these SRL inter-
ventions that support students' knowledge of SRL and their engagement in SRL activities, show positive results on achievement (e.g.,
Boer et al., 2013; de Bruijn-Smolders, Timmers, Gawke, Schoonman, & Born, 2016; Dignath & Büttner, 2008). It is assumed that SRL
interventions are effective in improving achievement due to their effects on students' engagement in SRL activities: the SRL inter-
vention improves students' use of SRL activities and this improvement leads to better performance. Proof that engagement in SRL
activities mediates the effect of SRL interventions on achievement is nevertheless lacking. The first goal of this paper is therefore to
perform a mediation analysis with meta-analytic data, to test if engagement in SRL activities is a significant mediator of the effect of
SRL interventions on achievement. Furthermore, it is not yet known what makes an SRL intervention effective for improving students’
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SRL activities or achievement. The second goal of this paper is therefore to test which characteristics influence the effectiveness of
SRL interventions. To do so, separate meta-analyses are conducted of (1) the effect of SRL interventions on achievement, (2) the effect
of SRL interventions on SRL, and (3) the relation between engagement in SRL activities and achievement.

1.1. Self-regulated learning

SRL is central to students’ learning process, as students that engage in SRL take control of their own learning process. Multiple
models and frameworks of SRL exist (Pintrich, 2000, 2004; Winne & Hadwin, 1998; Zimmerman, 1990, 2002), but the main com-
ponents of the models are similar (Pintrich, 2000; Puustinen & Pulkkinen, 2001). Students who self-regulate their own learning
process are metacognitively, behaviorally, and motivationally active in their learning and they proceed through three phases: a
preparatory phase, a performance phase, and an appraisal phase (Zimmerman, 1986, 2002). In the preparatory phase, students
prepare for the learning task at hand, they plan their work, and set goals. In the performance phase, students engage in cognitive
strategies to learn the material at hand, they monitor their learning, regulate their learning strategies, and they allocate their re-
sources (e.g., time and help) in the most efficient manner. Lastly, in the appraisal phase, students reflect on their learning and
determine which strategies were effective and what they could do differently the next time they study (Pintrich, 2000; Puustinen &
Pulkkinen, 2001; Zimmerman, 2002).

In each phase, learners may engage in different activities to regulate their learning. Students’ engagement in these different
activities is captured under the umbrella term engagement in SRL activities. Students that are metacognitively involved in their
learning strategically plan, monitor, and reflect on the cognitive strategies they use for learning. The SRL activities they engage in are
goal setting and strategic planning before learning (preparatory phase), comprehension monitoring and strategy regulation during
learning (performance phase), and reflection after learning (appraisal phase; Puustinen & Pulkkinen, 2001; Zimmerman, 2002). Next
to these metacognitive activities, SRL also entails behavioral regulation and motivational regulation (Zimmerman, 1986). Behavioral
regulation includes the SRL activities time management, environmental structuring (i.e., studying in a suitable location), and help
seeking. Motivation regulation includes persisting when motivation drops, which has also been termed effort regulation (Pintrich,
1999). Motivational regulation and behavioral regulation both mostly take place during learning (performance phase) and can
together be classified as resource management activities, as these activities all focus on keeping resources (e.g, help, environment,
attention) at an appropriate level (Pintrich, 1999).

SRL models differ in their explanation of the role of motivation (Panadero, 2017). Some consider motivation for learning part of
SRL (e.g., Boekaerts, 1992; Zimmerman, 2002, 2008), while others consider persistence and regulating motivation part of SRL, but
consider task motivation a precursor for successful SRL (e.g., Efklides, 2011; Ning & Downing, 2012; Pintrich, 1999, 2000; Schunk,
2005). In the latter models, it is reasoned that learners will not engage in successful SRL without sufficient motivation for the task at
hand. We adhere to this latter definition, leaving motivation for learning (i.e., task value, goal orientation, and self-efficacy) outside
of the scope of the current review.

1.2. The importance of SRL for student achievement

Students who self-regulate choose the most effective cognitive learning activity (e.g., rehearsal, elaboration, note-taking) de-
pending on the current learning task and broader context (Boekaerts, 1992; Winne & Hadwin, 1998; Zimmerman, 2002). Students'
SRL activities thereby influence their cognitive activities (Nelson & Narens, 1990), and students who actively self-regulate their
learning thus engage in more effective cognitive strategies. Students’ progress during learning is a result of their use of cognitive
strategies (Dunlosky, Rawson, Marsh, Nathan, & Willingham, 2013). This progress is, in turn, used as input for further self-regulation
through monitoring (Beishuizen & Steffens, 2011; Nelson & Narens, 1990). SRL and the use of cognitive strategies thus form a cyclical
process during learning (Nelson & Narens, 1990; Veenman, 2016). The influence of SRL on the use of cognitive learning strategies
likely explains why prior review studies consistently show that SRL is related to higher student achievement (Boer et al., 2013; de
Bruijn-Smolders et al., 2016; Dignath, Buettner, & Langfeldt, 2008; Dignath & Büttner, 2008; Sitzmann & Ely, 2011). Cognitive
strategies thus influence the effects of SRL on achievement. In the current review we however focus on the effects of SRL inter-
ventions, thereby placing engagement in cognitive learning activities outside of our scope.

Due to the importance of SRL for student achievement, numerous studies have been conducted on how academic achievement is
affected by interventions that aim at supporting students' engagement in SRL activities (e.g., Azevedo & Cromley, 2004; Azevedo
et al., 2004; Bannert et al., 2009; Broadbent & Poon, 2015; Nietfeld et al., 2006; Stark & Krause, 2009). These so-called SRL inter-
ventions take many forms. They are aimed at supporting students' engagement in SRL activities, either by supporting the quality of
students' engagement in SRL activities, the quantity of students' engagement in SRL activities, or both. Examples of SRL interventions
include informing students’ about effective SRL activities and their importance, or prompting students at the end of lecture activities
to reflect on the course material, on the completed assignments, and on the strategies they used for learning.

1.3. The mediating role of SRL activities

Empirical studies exploring the effect of SRL interventions are usually focused on improvements in achievement. They are often
based on the assumption that SRL interventions stimulate students’ engagement in SRL activities (relation 2 in Fig. 1), in turn leading
to increased academic achievement (relation 3 in Fig. 1). An indirect effect of the interventions on achievement is thus assumed.
However, to the best of our knowledge, no studies have tested the mediating role of SRL activities, and only very few studies included
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all three relations between SRL interventions, SRL activities, and achievement (Garavalia & Gredler, 2002; Greene, Hutchison, Costa,
& Crompton, 2012; Schmidt & Ford, 2003) in their analyses. While some studies included both the effect of SRL interventions on SRL
activities as well as the effect of SRL interventions on achievement, none of these studies tested the mediating role of SRL activities on
the effect of SRL intervention on achievement. The majority of studies examined the direct relationship between SRL interventions
and academic achievement (relation 1 in Fig. 1; e.g., Azevedo et al., 2004; Bannert, Sonnenberg, Mengelkamp, & Pieger, 2015; Lusk,
2016).

Similarly, existing meta-analyses and systematic reviews focused only on parts of the framework presented in Fig. 1, namely: the
effect of SRL interventions on achievement (Boer et al., 2013; de Bruijn-Smolders et al., 2016; Devolder, van Braak, & Tondeur, 2012;
Dignath & Büttner, 2008; Dignath et al., 2008; Hattie, Biggs, & Purdie, 1996), the effect of SRL interventions on SRL activity (de
Bruijn-Smolders et al., 2016; Dignath & Büttner, 2008; Dignath et al., 2008; Hattie et al., 1996), and the relationship between SRL
activity and achievement (Broadbent & Poon, 2015; Dent & Koenka, 2016; Sitzmann & Ely, 2011). A meta-analysis that focuses on the
mediating role of SRL in the effect of SRL interventions on achievement is missing. The first goal of this paper is therefore to
systematically review SRL as a mediator of the effect of SRL interventions on achievement, in the context of higher education. We will
perform a meta-analytic mediation analysis to test the commonly made claim that SRL interventions are effective for improving
student achievement by improving students’ engagement in SRL activities.

Additionally, most existing reviews were conducted in primary and secondary education. Only a few reviews include data from
students in higher education: Sitzmann and Ely 2011; higher education and employees), Broadbent and Poon 2015; online higher
education), De Bruijn et al. (2016; higher education), and (Hattie et al. 1996; primary, secondary, and higher education and em-
ployees). This lack of overview studies aimed at higher education is unfortunate because SRL is of great importance for student
achievement in higher education. In higher education, learners are provided greater autonomy as there is limited external regulation
of their learning process (Beishuizen & Steffens, 2011; Sitzmann & Ely, 2011). Learners for instance study mostly outside of the
classroom at their own pace and attendance is often not required. The increased independence of learners leads to a greater need for
learners to take control of their own learning process in higher education compared to primary and secondary education making SRL
more important (Beishuizen & Steffens, 2011; Wang, Shannon, & Ross, 2013). The lack of reviews focusing on SRL in higher edu-
cation, combined with the importance of SRL in this context, leads us to focus on SRL in higher education in the current review.

1.4. What makes SRL interventions effective?

Due to the importance of SRL for student achievement, numerous interventions have been developed to support students’ SRL
activity. However, there are currently few guidelines available on how to develop effective SRL interventions in higher education.
The second goal of this paper is therefore to systematically review what characteristics of SRL interventions lead to improved
achievement (relation 1 in Fig. 1) and SRL activity (relation 2). Thus, while we group all intervention studies in the first part of the
paper, ignoring differences between studies to calculate the mediation by SRL activity, in the second part of the paper we focus on the
differences between studies by performing moderator analyses. Moderator analyses of the effect of SRL interventions could provide
clues on how to design effective SRL interventions to support achievement and/or SRL activity. Such guidelines would be valuable for
educational practice. In the second part of the paper, we therefore perform meta-analyses of the three relations outlined in Fig. 1. The
relation between SRL activity and achievement (relation 3) is included in the current study to enable calculation of the mediation of
the effect of SRL interventions on achievement by SRL activity; without inclusion of the relation between SRL activity and
achievement this would not be possible. However, there already is an abundance of research consistently showing this relation to be
significant and positive (Boer et al., 2013; de Bruijn-Smolders et al., 2016; Dignath & Büttner, 2008; Dignath et al., 2008; Sitzmann &
Ely, 2011).

In the next section, we discuss existing knowledge about the effect of SRL interventions on engagement in SRL activities and on
achievement. As there is ample research into SRL, SRL interventions, and achievement, we provide an overview of the current
literature based on existing review studies. Even though the reviews discuss the three relations in isolation, and most reviews are
conducted in primary and secondary education, they offer hypotheses of what might constitute an effective SRL intervention in
higher education to improve both students’ engagement in SRL activities and their achievement. Analyzing the existing knowledge on
SRL interventions thereby provides indications for characteristics to include as moderators in the current study.

1.5. Potential moderators of the effectiveness of SRL interventions

Not all SRL interventions have been found to be equally effective in supporting students' engagement in SRL activities and
students’ achievement (Boer et al., 2013; Dignath & Büttner, 2008; Dignath et al., 2008). Characteristics that potentially influence the

Fig. 1. The effect of SRL interventions on achievement, mediated by SRL activities.
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measured effectiveness of SRL interventions on SRL activity and achievement have been identified by analyzing the differences
between empirical SRL intervention studies. Characteristics included in previous SRL review studies have furthermore been in-
corporated in the current review. These characteristics are used as moderators in the present study and are described below. We
distinguish between five intervention characteristics and three measurement characteristics.

The first characteristic for which interventions show variety is whether cognitive strategies are included, so whether the intervention
focuses solely on SRL, or also on cognitive strategies. Students must possess an adequate repertoire of cognitive strategies in order to
be able to successfully self-regulate; without such a repertoire students cannot regulate their learning behavior as they have in-
sufficient strategies to choose from (Hattie et al., 1996; Paris & Paris, 2001). It is likely that the need for instruction about cognitive
strategies decreases when students reach higher levels of education, because by then, they have internalized more cognitive stra-
tegies. Students in higher education, therefore, may benefit more from interventions that aim at supporting their SRL activities,
compared to strategies aimed at supporting their cognitive strategies. For instance, they would benefit more from support on how to
plan their work (an SRL activity) than how to memorize facts (a cognitive strategy). As some studies include cognitive strategies in
their SRL intervention (e.g., Dörrenbächer & Perels, 2016; Wischgoll, 2016), while others do not (e.g., Greene et al., 2012; Nietfeld
et al., 2006), the inclusion of cognitive strategies is incorporated as a moderator in the meta-analysis to test whether it influences the
effectiveness of SRL interventions.

The second intervention characteristic is the format of the intervention. Students need to have knowledge about SRL and SRL
activities in order to be able to successfully engage in SRL (Dignath & Büttner, 2008; Paris & Paris, 2001; Zimmerman, 2002). In
primary education, Dignath and Büttner (2008) found that SRL interventions were most effective for improving students' achieve-
ment when they contained instruction on SRL as a concept and on possible SRL activities students could engage in. In secondary
education, interventions with metacognitive instruction were less effective for improving students' achievement compared to inter-
ventions with metacognitive reflection (Dignath & Büttner, 2008). Thus, instead of instruction on metacognition and metacognitive
activities, students benefitted most from interventions that stimulated them to reflect on their learning process and to engage in the
metacognitive activities they already knew. Students in secondary education possess more knowledge on SRL activities than students
in primary education and can, therefore, benefit from metacognitive reflection (Dignath & Büttner, 2008). For instance, while stu-
dents in primary education benefit from instruction on what a planning is and how one should construct a planning, students in
secondary education already know what a planning is but need to be stimulated to create a planning and monitor their progress.
Students in higher education may have internalized even more knowledge on SRL and SRL activities. This would imply that SRL
interventions for successfully improving students' achievement in higher education should focus on stimulating students to reflect on
their cognitive strategy use and activate students’ existing knowledge of SRL (Bannert & Reimann, 2012). This could for instance take
the form of scaffolding, where students are for example prompted to self-explain their steps to mastery of the learning material until
they no longer need to be prompted (Van Laer & Elen, 2017). Thus, whether the intervention provides instruction, application, or
prompting of SRL will be included as a moderator to test potential differences in the effectiveness of interventions based on their
format.

The third characteristic for which interventions show variety is the timing of the intervention in relation to the learning context. In
some intervention studies, the intervention is placed before learning (e.g., Azevedo & Cromley, 2004). In other studies, the inter-
vention is incorporated during the whole lab experiment or course (e.g., Delen, Liew, & Willson, 2014), or only in the second half
(e.g., Nückles, Hübner, & Renkl, 2009). Incorporating the SRL support before the learning task allows learners to benefit from the
support during the whole task, which may lead to larger effects. On the other hand, incorporating the intervention at a later stage
allows students to first get accustomed to the learning environment, which may reduce the possibility of overwhelming them with too
much information. As there are thus differences in the timing of the intervention, and these differences may influence the effec-
tiveness of the SRL interventions, timing is included as a moderator.

The fourth intervention characteristic that will be included as a moderator is whether the intervention is tailored to the learning
context. As the effectiveness of SRL activities is partly context dependent, interventions should aim at helping students determine
what the effective SRL activities are in the specific context at hand (Puustinen & Pulkkinen, 2001). Students can benefit from the
synergy between domain-learning, cognitive strategy instruction, and SRL activities (Perels, Gürtler, & Schmitz, 2005). For this
reason, domain-general prompts for SRL, asking students to reflect on their learning, have been found to be less effective for sup-
porting students’ SRL behavior than domain-specific prompts in which students, for instance, were asked how well they compre-
hended a specific concept within the domain (Devolder et al., 2012). To test whether this also holds in higher education, whether the
intervention is tailored to the learning context (i.e., domain-specific) will be included as a moderator.

The fifth intervention characteristic is the type of SRL activity supported by the intervention. Broadbent and Poon (2015) and
Sitzmann and Ely (2011) found diversity in the magnitude of the correlation between students' reported engagement in a range of SRL
activities and student achievement in higher education. For instance, effort regulation in the form of persistence was found to be
much more strongly related to achievement than help-seeking (Sitzmann & Ely, 2011). Some SRL activities are thus more strongly
associated with achievement than others. This difference in the strength of the correlation between SRL activities and achievement
may also explain why interventions aimed at some SRL activities are more beneficial for academic achievement than others (Boer
et al., 2013). The question remains whether SRL interventions should focus on a subset of particular SRL activities (that are strongly
related to achievement), or that interventions should focus on supporting students’ SRL in general; and if the preferred focus is
dependent on the goal of the SRL intervention (improving achievement, relation 1 in Fig. 1, versus supporting SRL activity, relation
2). Therefore, the SRL activity the intervention is aimed at will be included as a moderator to explore whether SRL interventions that
focus on different aspects of SRL have different effects. All metacognitive (e.g., planning, comprehension monitoring) and resource
management (e.g., time management) activities introduced will be included. More information about the SRL activities included and
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how they are coded will be presented in the Method section.
The type of SRL activity measured is the first measurement characteristic that will be included as a moderator. It is included to see if

the results of Broadbent and Poon (2015) and Sitzmann and Ely (2011), showing that some SRL activities are more strongly related to
achievement than others, are replicated in the current meta-analyses.

The second measurement characteristic included as a moderator is the instrument used to measure SRL. The validity of instruments
used to measure SRL is widely debated (e.g., Greene & Azevedo, 2010; Panadero, Klug, & Järvelä, 2016; Veenman, 2016; Veenman,
Van Hout-Wolters, & Afflerbach, 2006; Winne, 2010). By incorporating the instrument used to measure students’ engagement in SRL
activities we assess whether differences in the effects of SRL interventions on SRL activity, and differences in the relationship between
SRL activity and achievement, are due to the instrument used to measure SRL.

Finally, the employed achievement measure is the third measurement characteristic included as a moderator. Different achieve-
ment measures are in use to test the effects of SRL interventions and the relation between SRL activity and achievement, including
course grade (e.g., Cleary, Callan, Malatesta, & Adams, 2015; van den Boom, Paas, & van Merriënboer, 2007) and GPA (e.g., Masui &
De Corte, 2005; McKenzie, Gow, & Schweitzer, 2004). By including the employed achievement measure as a moderator, we are able
to test whether the achievement measure can explain variability between studies.

1.6. Present study

In the present study, we systematically review empirical research on the effectiveness of SRL interventions on students' en-
gagement in SRL activities and on students' academic achievement. We first perform a meta-analysis on SRL activities as mediating
the effect of SRL interventions on achievement. The research question we pose is: To what extent is the effect of SRL interventions on
students' achievement due to students' SRL activity? By calculating the mediating effect of SRL in the relationship between SRL inter-
ventions and academic achievement (relations 2 and 3 in Fig. 1), we determine whether SRL interventions indeed lead to increased
achievement through changes in students’ SRL activity. We hereby aim to supply empirical evidence for this assumption.

Second, existing reviews (Boer et al., 2013; Dignath et al., 2008; Dignath & Büttner, 2008) have provided indicators of what
constitutes an effective SRL intervention for supporting students' SRL activity and students' academic achievement in primary and
secondary education. Unfortunately however, in line with the empirical research in the field of SRL, the reviews include only part of
the framework presented in Fig. 1. A comprehensive meta-analysis including all three relations at once is still missing. We will
therefore perform meta-analyses of (1) the effectiveness of SRL interventions for improving student achievement, (2) the effectiveness
of SRL interventions for supporting students’ SRL activity, and (3) the relationship between SRL activity and achievement (Fig. 1).
The meta-analyses will be conducted for the context of higher education, as SRL becomes more important with an increase in
autonomy, as is common in higher education (Beishuizen & Steffens, 2011). The research questions we thus pose are: Which factors
significantly influence the effect of SRL interventions on achievement? Which factors significantly influence the effect of SRL interventions on
SRL activity? and Which factors significantly influence the relationship between SRL activity and achievement?

2. Method

To answer the research questions, two types of analyses were conducted. First, a mediation analysis was conducted using meta-
analytic structural equation modeling (MASEM; Jak, 2015) to test the extent to which the effect of SRL interventions on achievement is
due to changes in students’ engagement in SRL activities. Second, the overall effect of SRL interventions on academic achievement
(relation 1), the overall effect of SRL interventions on SRL activity (relation 2) and the relation between SRL activity and achievement
(relation 3) were calculated, after which the variation within each of these relations was further explored. For each relation sepa-
rately, factors that significantly explain variance in effect sizes were identified through moderator analyses. Thus, in addition to the
mediation analysis using MASEM, three separate meta-analyses were conducted, each with complementing moderator analyses.

2.1. Literature search

To identify studies to include in the meta-analyses, a literature search was conducted on July 8th, 2016. The search queries
included key words to narrow down the search to educational contexts and to exclude studies conducted in primary or secondary
education. The search queries were kept broad on purpose to avoid missing relevant literature. This mainly concerned terms relating
to SRL, as there are numerous terms in use in the educational literature describing SRL or SRL activities. There were no restrictions
concerning date of publication; all hits registered in the databases until the search date were considered. Search terms for the relation
between SRL intervention and SRL activity (relation 2 in Fig. 1) were education/learn*/class* AND scholar*/student*/*grad*/pupil*/
employee*/learner*/participant* AND SRL/SDL/self-reg*/self-dir*/self reg*/self dir*/metacogniti*/study skill*/study strateg* AND inter-
vention*/experiment*/condition*/treatment*/compar*/train*/support*/improve*/

scaffold*/effect* of AND NOT primary education/kindergarten/young child*/young-child* AND NOT gifted/disab*/disorder. Searches
were conducted in the PsycInfo, Scopus and Web of Science databases searching in title, abstract, and keywords. This search resulted
in 4,236, 4,157, and 3,512 hits respectively. For the relation between SRL activity and achievement (relation 3 in Fig. 1) the search
terms were education/learn*/class* AND scholar*/student*/*grad*/pupil*/employee*/learner*/participant* AND SRL/SDL/self-reg*/self-
dir*/self reg*/self dir*/metacogniti*/study skill*/study strateg* AND learning outcome*/achievement/*perform*/success*/grade AND NOT
primary education/kindergarten/young child*/young-child* AND NOT gifted/disab*/disorder. This search resulted in 5,041 (PsycInfo),
5,009 (Scopus), and 4,290 (Web of Science) hits. For the relation between SRL interventions and achievement (relation 1 in Fig. 1) no
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separate literature search was conducted as this would have resulted in a subset of the articles already retrieved by the other two
literature searches. For all three relations combined, there was a total of 26,245 hits. After removal of duplicates, 13,259 studies
remained.

Titles and abstracts of the found studies were filtered based on a predefined list of inclusion and exclusion criteria, which can be
found in Table 1. Some of these criteria were already included in the search terms to reduce the number of hits, for instance by
excluding articles containing the words gifted, disab* and disorder in the title, abstract or keywords. A total of 700 studies was retained
after filtering based on titles and abstracts. Only the first identified reason for exclusion was recorded. The most often identified
reason for exclusion was that the study did not focus on SRL as defined in the Introduction or that it did not fit any of the three
relations. Exemplary studies that were excluded for this reason focused on the effect of logical reasoning exercises on self-control
(Bertrams & Schmeichel, 2014) or the validation of SRL-related questionnaires (Credé & Phillips, 2011). Other common reasons for
exclusion were (a) other context than learning/education, (b) participants at school level below higher education (mostly studies
from high school contexts), and (c) qualitative studies. For all remaining studies (journal articles, conference proceedings, and
dissertations), we attempted to obtain a full text version. Full text versions were further screened based on the inclusion and exclusion
criteria. Special attention was paid to the availability of statistical information necessary to calculate effect sizes.

The final set of included studies contained 126 articles. The most common reasons for articles to be excluded were (a) that the
article could not be obtained, mostly because it was a conference abstract for which no full version existed, (b) that there was no
measure of SRL or achievement, and (c) that the intervention did not focus on improving SRL. For relation 1 (SRL intervention –
achievement), 51 articles were included; for relation 2 (SRL intervention – SRL activities), 32 articles were included; and for relation
3 (SRL activities – achievement), 70 articles were included. Articles could include data on one or multiple relations. Articles that
included data on multiple relations were included in all meta-analyses for which they provided sufficient information. Thus, a study
could potentially be included in all three meta-analyses if it provided information about the effect of an SRL intervention on
achievement, about the effect of an SRL intervention on students' engagement in SRL activities, and about the relationship between
students' SRL activity and their achievement. Each study could furthermore include multiple study samples and multiple effect sizes.
For example, a study may measure multiple SRL activities, and correlate each of them separately to students’ grades. If the study also
included measures that we do not consider part of SRL (e.g., self-efficacy), effect sizes on these measures were excluded from the
meta-analyses. If the SRL measure reported was a combination of aspects that we do and do not consider part of SRL, the effect size
was excluded as it was not a measure that captured solely SRL. A reference list with all studies included in one or multiple of the
meta-analyses is available as supplementary material (online only). A visual overview of the literature selection process is presented
in Fig. 2.

2.2. Coding of included studies

All included studies were coded. When possible, the coded characteristics were based on existing knowledge of the effect of SRL
interventions. The coding framework consisted of five segments and was developed in such a way that it was suitable for coding the
different types of studies. The first and second segment were relevant for all studies and were labeled educational context and sample
characteristics. For the educational context, we coded the type of study (lab or real course), the setting in which the study was
conducted (online or offline), and the academic subject. For the sample characteristics, we coded participants' educational level, age,
gender, and region.

The third segment focused on the independent variable of the study. For relations 1 (SRL intervention → achievement) and 2 (SRL

Table 1
Overview of inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Category Inclusion Exclusion

Language Article written in English Article not written in English
Population Representative sample At risk students. Low/high performing students. Students

with a disorder/disability
Setting Self-regulation in an educational context (i.e. self-regulated learning) Self-regulation in a different context (e.g., self-regulation

of alcohol consumption)
Intervention Control group (simultaneous or non-simultaneous) No control group

The intervention must be aimed at applying self-regulation in an
educational context

Interventions not directly aimed at improving SRL (e.g.,
meditation)

Description of the intervention in the study Description is absent, making it impossible to infer the
content of the intervention

SRL measurement Measure must solely incorporate (aspects of) SRL Measures that combine SRL measurement with other
measures (e.g., cognitive measures)

Positive SRL behaviors Negative SRL behaviors (e.g., avoidance of help seeking)
Achievement Achievement measured with an individual task Achievement measured with a collaborative task
Intervention studies The intervention takes place before the achievement measure The intervention takes place after the achievement

measure
Correlational studies The SRL measure precedes the achievement measure, or the SRL measure

and the achievement measure relate to the same educational context
The achievement measure precedes the SRL measure and
does not relate to the same educational context

Statistics Quantitative studies Qualitative studies
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intervention → SRL) the independent variable was the SRL intervention. For relation 3 (SRL → achievement) it was SRL. For SRL
interventions, we coded the length of the educational context, the length of the intervention (in weeks), the duration of the inter-
vention (e.g., actual training hours), the timing of the intervention relative to the learning task, the inclusion of cognitive strategy
training, the format, the timing of the intervention relative to the learning task, whether the intervention was tailored to the task, and
the type of SRL activity supported. We furthermore coded the type of control group, the manner in which students were allocated to
groups, and group equality to determine study quality. For SRL measurements, we coded the instrument used to measure SRL, the
reliability of the measure, and the type of SRL measured.

The fourth segment of the coding framework focused on the dependent variable. For relations 1 and 3 the dependent variable was
achievement, while for relation 2 it concerned SRL. The coding of SRL as a dependent variable for relation 2 was identical to the
coding of SRL as an independent variable for relation 3. For achievement we coded the achievement measure used. Finally, the fifth
segment was labeled timing of measures, including the time between the SRL intervention and the measurement of achievement.
Thereby all intervention and measurement characteristics presented in the Introduction (section 1.5) were included in the coding
scheme. The complete coding framework is available as supplementary material (online only).

Reliability of the coding framework was assessed in two rounds. In the first round, two raters independently coded a random
sample of 20 studies (10 studies by the first and second author, and 10 by the first and third author). For most of the variables in the
coding scheme, not all options were equally likely, which means Cohen's kappa was not suitable as a measure of reliability (Feinstein
& Cicchetti, 1990). Instead, percentage agreement was used as the reliability measure. The percentage agreement ranged between
50% and 100% for the entire coding scheme. Variables that were coded with insufficient reliability were discussed among the first
three authors. As a result of this discussion, the coding options for two variables were adjusted to better suit the characteristics of the

Fig. 2. Overview of the literature selection process.
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interventions as found in the sample set. A second round of coding was conducted with a new random sample of 21 studies (11 studies
were coded by the first and second author, and 10 by the first and third author). The studies in this second sample set were all
intervention studies (relation 1 and 2 in Fig. 1). A sufficient agreement percentage ranging between 80% and 100% was found for the
variables that addressed studies on the relationship between SRL and achievement (relation 3 in Fig. 1) in round 1. It was therefore
not necessary to include any more studies on this relationship in round 2. Interrater agreement for this second sample set ranged
between 81% and 100%. The only exception was the type of SRL activity supported by the intervention with an interrater agreement
of 71%. The discrepancies in coding had two main causes. First, in some primary studies, the descriptions of the intervention were
unclear. Second, in some of the primary studies, the terminology used to label the intervention was different from the labeling with
our coding scheme when considering the content of the intervention. These issues complicated accurate labeling of the type of SRL
activity supported by the intervention. As this variable is crucial for the current meta-analyses, we decided that this variable would be
coded by two authors for all studies. Disagreements on the coding of this variable were resolved by discussion. The interrater
agreement for each variable is available in the coding framework in the supplementary materials (online only).

2.3. Moderators

Based on the coding scheme, moderators were included in the conducted meta-analyses on the effect of SRL interventions on
achievement (relation 1), the effect of SRL interventions on SRL activity (relation 2), and the relationship between SRL activity and
achievement (relation 3). Three groups of moderators were included: study characteristics, measurement characteristics, and in-
tervention characteristics. An overview of the included moderators can be found in Table 2.

2.3.1. Study characteristics
Academic subject of the study material was included as a moderator and was classified as social sciences, humanities, formal

sciences, applied sciences, or a combination of these. The educational setting in which the study was conducted, either online or
offline/web-based was included as the second moderator. The third moderator was the quality of the study. The quality of the studies
was determined based on three coded aspects: whether the experimental and control group were simultaneous or non-simultaneous
(i.e., same or different cohorts), how students were allocated to groups, and whether groups were equal on relevant covariates. Three
quality levels were created. Studies of the highest quality had a simultaneous control and intervention group, students were randomly
assigned to conditions, and groups were equal. Studies of the second level of quality had a simultaneous control group, but students
were either allocated based on pre-existing groups or not-random at all. In all studies at level two, it was either assured by the authors
of the primary study that groups were equal or inequality was statistically controlled for by the authors of the primary study. The two
studies with a non-simultaneous, non-random control group were also classified as quality level 2, as the authors of these studies
assured that the control and intervention groups were equal. The third and lowest level of quality contained studies for which
information about group equality was missing from the article. The fourth and final study characteristic included as a moderator was
study context, which was either lab or real course. The educational grade level of students was not included as a moderator as there
was too little diversity in this variable across studies.

2.3.2. Measurement characteristics
For studies in which SRL was measured (relation 2 and 3 in Fig. 1) the instrument used to measure SRL and the SRL activity or set of

SRL activities measured were included as moderators. SRL measurements were coded as either a questionnaire, a counted measure (a
combination of think aloud and counting specific, observed behaviors), or self-assessment accuracy (the difference between a stu-
dents’ self-assessed score and the obtained score). The SRL activity that was measured was coded as one of fourteen values: measures
focusing on a specific metacognitive aspect (6 values: planning, strategy regulation, goal setting, monitoring, reflection, and self-
assessment), measures focusing on a specific resource management aspect (5 values: help seeking, environment structuring, time
management, environment structuring and time management, and persistence), measures focusing on metacognition in general (1
value), measures focusing on resource management in general (1 value), and measures focusing on both metacognition and resource

Table 2
Included moderators.

Category Coded information

Study characteristics Academic subject
Educational setting (online or offline/web-based)
Study design quality
Context

Measurement characteristics SRL activity measured
Measurement instrument SRL
Achievement measure

Intervention characteristics Inclusion of cognitive strategies
Format
Timing
Tailored to the learning context
SRL activity supported
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management (1 value). The type of SRL measured was coded based on our knowledge of the questionnaire included, example items
included in the primary study, or the description of the measure in the primary study. As some values were coded only rarely, and to
decrease the number of moderator dummies in the analyses, the measures were clustered into larger groups of SRL measures. These
groups were: single aspect metacognitive measures, multiple aspect metacognitive measure, single aspect resource management
measures, multiple aspect resource management measures and finally general measures incorporating both aspects of metacognition
and resource management. For studies with achievement as the dependent variable, the employed achievement measure was in-
cluded as a moderator. Achievement measures were classified as task performance, course performance, GPA, or performance on a
transfer task.

2.3.3. Intervention characteristics
Five intervention characteristics were included as moderators for the meta-analysis of the effects of SRL interventions on

achievement and the meta-analysis of the effects of SRL interventions on SRL. The SRL activity or the set of SRL activities supported by
the intervention was included as a moderator. The SRL activities were clustered in the same manner as the measurement char-
acteristic SRL activity measured. As there were no interventions that focused on a single aspect of resource management, or on
resource management in general, three categories of SRL support remained: interventions aimed at a single metacognitive activity,
interventions aimed at multiple metacognitive activities, and general SRL interventions aiming at both metacognitive and resource
management activities. The second moderator was the inclusion of cognitive strategies, which indicated whether the intervention
included cognitive strategy instruction. The third moderator indicated the timing of the intervention in relation to the learning
context: before the learning phase, during the first half of learning, during the second half of learning, during the whole learning task,
or both before and during learning. The fourth moderator was whether or not the intervention was tailored to the learning context. In
tailored interventions, the SRL instruction or the SRL activity students had to engage in was coupled to the learning task, instead of a
stand-alone instruction independent of the learning task. The final included moderator was the instructional format of the inter-
vention. This moderator was recoded into three variables, each indicating whether a specific aspect was present in the intervention:
instruction (yes/no), application (yes/no), and prompts (yes/no). It was planned to also include intervention intensity as a moderator
by combining information on the length and duration of the intervention. This information was however reported in only very few
articles and could therefore not be used as an indicator of study intensity.

2.4. Effect size extraction

After coding the studies, effect sizes were extracted. For the intervention studies (relation 1 and 2), Cohen's d was used as a
measure of effect size. The preferred method to calculate Cohen's d was to use the means and standard deviations of posttest scores
reported in the study, but if only other statistics, like means and standard deviations of the gain scores (difference between pre- and
posttest) were reported, those were used instead.1

The studies included for relation 3 (SRL activities → achievement) were all correlational in nature. Pearson's r was used as a
measure of effect size. In most cases, the correlation coefficient between a measure of SRL and achievement was reported and could
be incorporated in the current meta-analysis. In a few cases, only the regression analyses or path coefficients from a structural
equation model were reported. In these situations, the standardized betas or path coefficients were included.2

After calculating all effect sizes, special attention was paid to the direction of the effect sizes concerning self-assessment accuracy
(one of the measures of SRL). If the accuracy of self-assessment increases, the distance between the predicted score and the true score
decreases. If students with higher accuracy obtain higher achievement scores, the effect size is negative. In these cases, the sign of the
effect size was reversed. The relation between self-assessment and achievement was hereby coded in the same direction as all other
relations: positive effect sizes indicated that a higher SRL value related to higher achievement.

2.5. Analyses

First, descriptive statistics concerning the number of extracted effect sizes were calculated. Next, the three sets of effect sizes (one
for each relation) were separately checked for indicators of potential publication bias. Then, the potential mediating effect of SRL
activity on the relationship between SRL interventions and achievement was evaluated with meta-analytic structural equation
modelling (MASEM). With MASEM it is possible to combine the available information from separate studies and to test the mediation
model presented in Fig. 1, even though only three studies included statistical information on all three relations. MASEM combines the
benefits of structural equation modeling (SEM) and meta-analysis (Jak, 2015). For the MASEM analysis, the random-effects Two
Stage SEM approach was used (TSSEM; Cheung, 2014). TSSEM employs multivariate random-effects meta-analysis to pool correlation
matrices at Stage 1. Then, at Stage 2, weighted least squares estimation with the inversed asymptotic covariance matrix of the Stage 1

1 For intervention → achievement 12 of the 112 effect sizes could not be calculated based on the means and standard deviations of posttest scores.
The way the effect size was calculated (posttest scores or another method) was found not to be a significant moderator (p= .466). For intervention
→ SRL 10 of the 110 effect sizes could not be calculated based on the means and standard deviations of posttest scores. The way the effect size was
calculated (posttest scores or another method) was found not to be a significant moderator (p= .653).

2 For SRL →achievement 17 of the 172 effect sizes could not be incorporated based on Pearson's r. The effect size used (Pearson's r or another
correlational measure) was found not to be a significant moderator (p= .915).
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estimates as the weight matrix is used to estimate the path model coefficients.
To conduct MASEM all effect sizes must be expressed in Pearson's r. The effect sizes for the effect of SRL interventions on

achievement and SRL activities, which were expressed in Cohen's d, were converted using the formula r= d/(√d2 + a) with cor-
rection factor a = (n1 + n2)2/(n1n2) (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2009). It is not yet possible to conduct three-level
MASEM for nested data. Therefore, if a study contained multiple effect sizes for the same relation, these had to be combined. This
process is explained with the use of sample data presented in Table 3.

First, the data was merged to make sure there was one effect size with one sample size per relation per study. In the sample data
there are two effect sizes for relation 1 in study 1: ID 1 and 2. These studies have the same sample size, but a different effect size.
These effect sizes must be merged. A weighted average of these effect sizes is taken based on n. The effect size for relation 1 in study 1
is therefore 0.55 with n=80. The effect sizes for relation 2 in study 1 must also be merged (ID 4 and 5). The weighted effect size is
0.5. For each relation however, only one sample size can be included. Because for relation 2 in Table 3, these sample sizes differ, the
average sample size is used. In this case this is 65. Second, the data had to be merged further to make sure there was one sample size
per study with up to three effect sizes (one effect size per relation). The sample size is the harmonic mean of the three sample sizes
(80, 65, and 90). Leading to the following data for study 1: n=76.93, ES relation 1=0.55, ES relation 2= 0.5, and ES relation
3= 0.4.

The mediation MASEM model allows us to evaluate the significance and size of the indirect effect of SRL interventions on
achievement through SRL activity. If, in addition to a significant indirect effect, there is a direct effect of SRL interventions on
achievement, it would indicate that the effect is partially mediated by SRL.

Although MASEM is the analytical technique to evaluate indirect effects between variables, the technique also has its short-
comings. Specifically, it is not (yet) possible to apply three-level models to account for nested effect sizes within studies in MASEM, or
to evaluate the effect of continuous moderator variables. In our dataset, a large number of studies provided multiple effect sizes for
the same relation. For example, a study may measure multiple aspects of SRL, and correlate each of them separately to students’
grades. These so-called nested effect sizes within studies can be controlled for with multilevel analyses (Hox, 2010). Therefore, we
also conducted univariate analyses using a meta-analytic method for handling complex meta-analytic data structures with robust
variance estimation. Robust variance estimation accounts for the dependency of effect sizes within studies (Hedges, Tipton, &
Johnson, 2010).

The univariate meta-analyses for the effect of SRL interventions on achievement and SRL (relation 1 and 2) were conducted with
Cohen's d as a measure of effect size. The analyses for the relation between SRL and achievement (relation 3) were based on Pearson's
r. As the variance in Pearson's r however depends too strongly on the correlation, the analyses were conducted in Fisher's Z
(Borenstein, , Hedges, , Higgins, , & Rothstein, 2009). Pearson's r was converted into Fisher's Z with the following formula: z = 0.5 *
ln((1 + r)/(1 – r)). Then, the results were converted back to Pearson's r with the formula r = (e2z – 1)/(e2z + 1). All results for the
analyses concerning the relation between SRL and achievement are reported in Pearson's r to simplify interpretation, but were
conducted in Fisher's Z.

As we did not expect a single true effect of SRL interventions on either SRL or achievement, nor a single true effect size of the
relation between SRL and achievement, the MASEM analysis and all meta-analyses were conducted based on the random-effects
model (Borenstein et al., 2009). Hereby we allowed the effects to vary from study to study, and thus accounted for heterogeneity of
effect sizes.

The analyses on publication bias were conducted using CMA v3.3 (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2014). The MASEM
analysis was conducted using the metaSEM package (Cheung, 2015) for R (R Core Team, 2016) and parts of the example script
created by Jak (2015). The univariate multilevel meta-analyses and moderator analyses were conducted using the Robumeta package
(Fisher, Tipton, & Zhipeng, 2017) for R (R Core Team, 2016). This package implements the methods developed by Hedges, Tipton,
and Johnsen (2010) for handling complex meta-analytic data structures with dependent effect sizes using robust variance estimation.
The data files and syntax for both the MASEM analyses and the univariate moderator analyses are available through a Mendeley data
repository linked to this article.

3. Results

3.1. Descriptive statistics

A total of 395 effect sizes extracted from 142 studies published in 126 articles were included in the meta-analyses. The average
sample size of the included effect sizes was n=214 (range 13–8112). From the 126 articles, 112 originated from peer-reviewed

Table 3
Sample data for MASEM preprocessing.

ID Study Relation n ES

1 1 1 80 0.6
2 1 1 80 0.5
3 1 2 70 0.5
4 1 2 60 0.5
5 1 3 90 0.4
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journals, 9 were published in conference proceedings, and 5 were dissertations. In the majority of studies (117 out of 142 studies),
participants were undergraduates. In other studies participants were in graduate education (5 studies), in vocational education (4
studies), in workplace learning (3 studies), or their educational level could not be determined (13 studies).

Some articles contained data from multiple studies, and some studies contained multiple effect sizes on the same relationship, or
effect sizes on multiple relationships. For the effect of SRL interventions on achievement (relation 1), 112 effect sizes from 61 studies
published in 51 articles were included. For the effect of SRL interventions on SRL activity (relation 2), 111 effect sizes were included
extracted from 41 studies published in 32 articles. Finally, for the relationship between SRL and achievement (relation 3), 172 effect
sizes were included from 72 studies published in 70 articles. An overview of all included studies can be found in Supplementary Table
S1 (online only). Tables S2, S3, and S4 (online only) present overviews of the effect sizes included for relation 1, relation 2, and
relation 3 respectively.

Potential outliers were identified by creating boxplots. As all included effect sizes were calculated from published primary studies,
there had to be a compelling reason to consider an effect size an outlier. One effect size was determined to be an outlier (Cohen's
d=5.7733) as it was more than two times the size of the second largest effect size (Cohen's d=2.5192). In the experiment that
yielded the largest effect size, students were requested to watch a lecture and afterwards to write about their learning process while
watching the lecture. Students in the experimental group were prompted to write about their comprehension monitoring and strategy
regulation. The researchers afterwards counted the number of times students wrote about these topics (Berthold, Nückles, & Renkl,
2007). The prompting led to an inflated count for the students in the experimental group. This effect size, for the relation between
SRL interventions and SRL, was excluded from further analysis. Therefore, for the effect of SRL interventions on SRL not 111, but 110
effect sizes were included from 41 studies published in 32 articles.

3.2. Publication bias

Studies with larger samples and studies with significant results are more likely to be published than studies with smaller samples
and studies with non-significant results (Borenstein et al., 2009). This results in publication bias, which may lead to bias in the sample
set selected for inclusion in a meta-analysis. As there is no formal statistical test to determine the presence of publication bias and its
effect, it is advised to combine several analyses (Banks, Kepes, & Banks, 2012; Borenstein et al., 2009). In the current study, the funnel
plot with trim and fill, cumulative meta-analysis, Orwin's fail safe N (Orwin, 1983), adding the sample size as a moderator, and
adding the source of the study (journal article, conference proceedings, or dissertation) were used to test for the potential presence of
publication bias in the sample sets included in these meta-analyses (Banks et al., 2012; Borenstein et al., 2009; Hox, 2010). The
analyses were conducted for each of the three relations in Fig. 1 separately. From the results of these five tests for publication bias, it
can be concluded that there are no indications that publication bias has affected either of the three sets of included effect sizes. Source
of publication was however found to be a significant moderator of the effect sizes for relation 1 (intervention – achievement) and
relation 2 (intervention – SRL). Source of publication will therefore be included as a covariate in all moderator analyses conducted for
these relations. A more detailed description of the publication bias analyses and their results is available as supplementary material
(online only).

3.3. MASEM analysis

In Stage 1 of the MASEM analysis, a pooled correlation matrix between the three variables was estimated. All three pooled
correlations were positive, and significantly larger than zero (r_int_achievement = 0.22, p < .05; r_int_SRL= 0.22, p < .05;
r_SRL_achievement = 0.25, p < .05), indicating medium sized correlations for all three relations (Cohen, 1988). These average corre-
lation coefficients from the Stage 1 TSSEM analysis, together with the associated number of studies and total sample sizes are
presented in Supplementary Table S5 (online only). Next, we fitted the mediation model from Fig. 1 to the pooled correlation matrix.
The estimates of the indirect (relation 2 and 3 combined) and direct effects (relations 1, 2, and 3) can be found in Table 4. A
significant indirect effect was found of SRL interventions on achievement. The indirect effect equals the product of the direct effect of
SRL interventions on SRL (β=0.22, p < .05) and the direct effect of SRL on achievement (β=0.22, p < .05). The significant
indirect effect indicates that part of the effect of SRL interventions on achievement is mediated by SRL activity, although the indirect
effect is small (β=0.05, p < .05). Furthermore, a significant direct effect of interventions on achievement was found (β=0.18,
p < .05). This existence of the significant direct effect while incorporating SRL activity as a mediator, indicates that the mediational
effect through SRL is partial as opposed to full.

Table 4
Standardized regression coefficients of the stage 2 MASEM analysis.

Relation β 95% CI

SRL interventions → achievement 0.18 [0.13; 0.22]
SRL interventions → SRL 0.22 [0.16; 0.28]
SRL → achievement 0.22 [0.16; 0.27]
SRL interventions → SRL → achievement 0.05 [0.03; 0.06]
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3.4. Univariate multilevel meta-analyses

The results of the univariate multilevel meta-analyses are presented in Table 5 and indicate medium sized effects for all three
relations; a medium sized effect of SRL interventions on achievement, a medium sized effect of SRL interventions on SRL and a
medium sized relation between SRL and achievement.

3.5. Moderator analyses

While the overall effect sizes are found to be significant (Table 5), the effect sizes within each set of studies vary as indicated by
the I2 values, which are above 65% for all three relations (Higgins & Thompson, 2002). Moderator analyses were conducted to
determine if aspects of the included studies can explain part of the variance in effect sizes. Three groups of moderators were coded:
study characteristics, measurement characteristics, and intervention characteristics. Moderator analyses were conducted for each
relation separately, and each group of moderators was tested separately for significance. By testing the moderators per group, we
balance the risk of type I errors (that would be induced by testing all moderators individually) and type II errors (that would be
induced by testing all moderators simultaneously).

3.5.1. Moderator analyses SRL interventions → achievement
For the effect of SRL interventions on achievement, moderator analyses were conducted with all study and intervention char-

acteristics. Furthermore, the employed achievement measure was included as a moderating measurement characteristic. The result of
the moderator analyses are presented in the left columns of Tables 6–8. Study characteristics (left columns Table 6) did not moderate
on the effect of SRL interventions on achievement. The only exception was academic subject, with higher effect sizes for studies
conducted within the humanities domain compared to social sciences. Effect sizes were found to differ based on the achievement

Table 5
Results of random-effects univariate meta-analyses with robumeta.

Relation k # of ES Intercept (std. Error) τ2 I2

SRL interventions → achievement 61 112 d=0.488 (.053) 0.126 68.95
SRL interventions → SRL activity 41 110 d=0.499 (.080) 0.206 78.61
SRL activity → achievement 72 172 z=0.284 (.031) r=0.277 0.050 94.43

Note. τ2 is the between-study variance component. I2 represents the proportion of variance in effect sizes at the study-level. r is the z-to-r back-
transformed correlation coefficient.

Table 6
Results of the moderator analyses with study characteristics.

Moderator Intervention → achievement Intervention → SRL SRL → achievement

k #ES Est SE p k #ES Est SE p k #ES Est SE p

Intercept 61 112 0.425 .105 .001 41 110 0.650 .210 .011 72 172 0.306 .064 .000
Academic subject
Social sciences (ref) 17 41 15 34 26 46
Humanities 10 12 0.607 .251 .026 4 20 −0.111 .323 .750+ 3 8 0.060 .076 .479+

Formal sciences 14 22 0.100 .100 .324 6 13 −0.129 .256 .625 11 27 0.138 .102 .192
Applied sciences 13 23 0.070 .115 .548 4 8 0.175 .391 .671 18 57 −0.160 .090 .079
Mixed 7 14 0.011 .163 .948 11 31 −0.266 .153 .113 12 30 −0.084 .090 .362
Setting
Study offline (ref) 29 51 26 75 61 144
Study online 32 61 −0.191 .130 .157 15 35 −0.254 .301 .420 11 28 0.065 .139 .645
Quality
Quality level 1 (ref) 40 63 20 45
Quality level 2 16 38 −0.039 .109 .727 12 49 −0.241 .207 .266
Quality level 3 5 11 0.110 .209 .616 9 16 0.001 .192 .997
Context
Real course (ref) 35 61 29 86 64 151
Lab 26 51 0.138 .126 .285 12 24 0.342 .345 .350 8 21 −0.077 .064 .261

Note. k=number of studies; #ES= number of effect sizes.
For intervention → achievement and intervention → SRL, source was a significant moderator. Therefore source is included as a covariate in the
moderator analyses conducted for these relations.
For intervention → SRL, there is 1 study with 4 effect sizes for which information on academic subject is missing. The analysis was also conducted
without academic subject as a moderator. This did not alter the significance of the results.
For SRL → achievement, there are 2 studies with in total 4 effect sizes for which information on academic subject is missing. The analysis was also
conducted without academic subject as a moderator. This did not alter the significance of the results.
+ df < 4; the result should not be interpreted.
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measure used in the experiment, as studies that used GPA as an indicator of academic achievement reported lower effect sizes
compared to studies that used course performance as an indicator of academic achievement. As this result is however based on only 1
effect size with GPA as achievement measure, it should not be interpreted (left columns of Table 7). None of the intervention
characteristics significantly moderated the effect sizes (left columns Table 8).

Table 7
Results of the moderator analyses with measurement characteristics.

Moderator Intervention → achievement Intervention → SRL SRL → Achievement

#ES Est SE p #ES Est SE p #ES Est SE p

Intercept 112 0.605 .109 .000 110 0.521 .055 .000 172 0.334 .081 .002
Instrument SRL
Questionnaire (ref) 147
Count 16 0.825 .289 .014 10 0.095 .142 .539+

Self-assessment accuracy 12 −0.056 .129 .672 15 0.224 .128 .094
SRL activity measured
General (ref) 13
Metacognitive multiple aspects 18 −0.169 .140 .247 35 −0.155 .090 .103
Metacognitive single aspect 59 −0.201 .130 .147 51 −0.083 .111 .459
Resource management multiple aspects 8 0.028 .214 .900 13 −0.213 .087 .028
Resource management single aspect 18 −0.285 .122 .039 60 −0.214 .089 .026
Achievement measure
Course performance (ref) 54 107
Task performance 46 −0.157 .117 .185 20 −0.013 .074 .867
GPA 1 −0.241 .109 .037 41 0.091 .058 .122
Transfer task 11 −0.206 .154 .224 3 −0.012 .045 .807+

Note. #ES=number of effect sizes.
For intervention → achievement and intervention → SRL, source was a significant moderator. Therefore source is included as a covariate in the
moderator analyses conducted for these relations.
For SRL → achievement, there is 1 study with 1 effect size for which information on the achievement measure used is missing. The analysis was also
conducted without achievement measure as a moderator. This did not alter the significance of the results.
+ df < 4; the result should not be interpreted.

Table 8
Results of the moderator analyses with intervention characteristics.

Moderator Intervention → achievement Intervention → SRL

k #ES Est SE p k #ES Est SE p

Intercept 61 112 .728 .131 .000 41 110 0.355 .258 .212
SRL activity supported
General (ref) 19 30 16 40
Metacognitive multiple aspects 25 52 −0.238 .170 .174 16 50 0.286 .246 .279
Metacognitive single aspect 17 30 −0.186 .150 .227 9 20 −0.017 .178 .924
Exclusively SRL
Exclusively SRL (ref) 41 70 26 72
Not exclusively SRL 20 42 0.169 .115 .156 15 38 −0.012 .233 .961
Timing
During whole course (ref) 42 71
Before the course 1 6 −0.298 .193 .309+ 30 77
First half of course 3 6 −0.165 .160 .390+ 3 13 −0.107 .434 .822+

Second half of course 7 8 −0.013 .163 .937 2 6 0.890 .707 .327+

Before and during course 8 21 −0.215 .128 .115 6 14 −0.031 .328 .927
Tailored
Tailored to context (ref) 60 110 34 98
Not tailored to context 1 2 −0.467 .263 .156+ 7 12 −0.005 .249 .984
Format
Instruction 27 60 0.086 .103 .412 21 53 0.152 .264 .574
Application 43 85 −0.042 .092 .656 30 86 −0.018 .213 .935
Prompting 28 51 −0.123 .116 .302 17 37 −0.121 .285 .678

Note. k=number of studies; #ES= number of effect sizes.
For intervention → achievement and intervention → SRL, source was a significant moderator. Therefore source is included as a covariate in the
moderator analyses conducted for these relations.
+ df < 4; the result should not be interpreted.
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3.5.2. Moderator analyses SRL interventions → SRL
For the effect of SRL interventions on SRL activity, moderator analyses were conducted with all study and intervention char-

acteristics. From the measurement characteristics, the instrument used to measure SRL and the measured SRL activities, were in-
cluded as potential moderators. The results of the moderator analyses are presented in the middle columns of Tables 6 and 7 and the
right columns of Table 8. None of the included study characteristics significantly moderated the effects of SRL interventions on SRL
(middle columns of Table 6). The instrument used to measure SRL was a significant moderator, with larger effects of SRL inter-
ventions on SRL activity when SRL activity was counted compared to when SRL activity was measured with a questionnaire. The
measured SRL activity was also a significant moderator; the measurement of a single resource management aspect resulted in smaller
effect sizes compared to the measurement of both resource management and metacognitive aspects of SRL (middle columns of
Table 7). None of the intervention characteristics were significant moderators of the effects of SRL interventions on SRL (right
columns of Table 8).

3.5.3. Moderator analyses SRL → achievement
For the relationship between SRL and achievement, moderator analyses were conducted with all mentioned study and mea-

surement characteristics. As these studies did not include an intervention, no moderator analyses were conducted with intervention
characteristics. The results of the moderator analyses are presented in the right columns of Tables 6 and 7 None of the study
characteristics significantly moderated the relationship between SRL and achievement (right columns Table 6). The instrument used
to measure SRL was also not a significant moderator. The measured SRL activities were significant moderators. The relationship
between SRL and achievement was stronger when both metacognitive and resource management activities were measured compared
to when a single or multiple resource management aspects were measured (right columns Table 7).

4. Discussion

The aim of our meta-analysis of SRL in higher education was twofold. The first aim was to study the potential mediating role of
SRL activity in the relationship between SRL interventions and academic achievement. The second aim was to perform meta-analyses
of the effect of SRL interventions on achievement (relation 1 in Fig. 1), the effect of SRL interventions on SRL activity (relation 2 in
Fig. 1), and of the relationship between SRL activity and achievement (relation 3 in Fig. 1). For each of these meta-analyses,
moderator analyses were conducted to determine which study, measurement, and intervention characteristics could significantly
explain variability in the effect sizes reported. The results of the moderator analyses may help develop guidelines for the design of
effective SRL interventions.

4.1. Mediation of SRL activity in the relationship between SRL interventions and academic achievement

SRL activity was expected to mediate the relationship between SRL interventions and achievement: the SRL interventions were
assumed to lead to improvements in students' engagement in SRL, and thereby to improvements in students' achievement. The result
of the MASEM analysis confirmed that SRL activity mediates the effect of SRL interventions on achievement. However, the results
also show that this indirect effect of SRL interventions on achievement is small (β= .05), and that a significant direct effect of SRL
interventions on achievement remains after including SRL activity as a mediator (β=0.18). Contrary to common belief, SRL activity
is thus only a partial mediator of the effect of SRL interventions on achievement. So, on the one hand, the results support the often
made assumption that improvement in student achievement after implementing an SRL intervention is due to improvements in
students’ SRL activities. On the other hand, the results also indicate that there are other factors leading to improvements in student
achievement resulting from an SRL intervention, besides improvements in SRL activity. We therefore conclude that SRL interventions
likely have side effects on other factors than SRL activity, which in turn lead to improvements in achievement.

4.2. Explanations for SRL activity as partial mediator

Several other factors potentially influencing the effect of SRL interventions on achievement can be identified. A possible ex-
planation for the partial mediation of the effect of SRL interventions on achievement by SRL activity are difficulties with SRL
measurements. Several authors have argued that self-report measures of SRL, which are used in a large number of the studies
included in this review, are not always valid and reliable (Azevedo & Cromley, 2004; Hadwin, Nesbit, Jamieson-Noel, Code, & Winne,
2007; Winne & Perry, 2000). SRL is a process, while questionnaires do not measure how students strategically adapt their study
tactics over time. Furthermore, the validity of questionnaire measures of SRL is debated (Veenman, 2016; Winne, Jamieson-Noel, &
Muis, 2002). If the employed SRL measurements were insensitive to changes in students' engagement in SRL activities over time, then
improvements in SRL activity due to the SRL intervention would not be measured accurately. This insensitivity would lead to an
underestimation of the mediating role of SRL activities. More precise measures of SRL that are better able to accurately capture small
changes in students’ SRL activities could allow for an even better estimation of the mediating role of SRL activities in the relationship
between SRL interventions and achievement. We refer the interested reader to the work of Panadero et al. (2016), Veenman (2016;
Veenman et al., 2006), and Winne (2010; Winne et al., 2002) for an in-depth discussion of the issues concerning SRL measurement.

Another potential explanation for the partial mediation is the possible side effect of SRL interventions that they may not only lead
to changes in students’ engagement in SRL activities, but also to increased time on task for students. Stimulating students to monitor
or reflect on their learning can trigger students to engage in corrective action, thereby making them spend additional time on learning
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that they would not have spent without the intervention (Belski & Belski, 2014). If time on task differed between intervention and
control groups, then this could explain differences in academic achievement. Unfortunately, student time on task is not measured (or
reported) in any of the experimental SRL intervention studies included in our analyses.

SRL interventions may not only lead to increased time on task, but also to an increased use of more effective cognitive activities
during learning, as students’ increased self-regulation may have caused them to engage in more, or more effective, cognitive ac-
tivities. As described by Nelson and Narens (1990), learners have a mental representation of their learning process at a meta-level.
Based on the discrepancy between this meta-level representation and the goal level of learning, learners regulate their learning at the
object-level. Learners, for example, engage in different cognitive learning activities. Learners then monitor their learning at the
object-level as feedback for the meta-level (Nelson & Narens, 1990). The inclusion of cognitive strategy training did not significantly
moderate the effects of SRL interventions on either SRL activity or on achievement. However, an improvement in self-regulation
activities may have caused students to engage in more effective cognitive activities. For instance, repeated monitoring of the learning
progress may have caused students to realize what cognitive activities do and do not benefit their learning. The increased engagement
in effective cognitive strategies would then likely lead to increased student achievement (Dunlosky et al., 2013). In the current
review, we focused on the effects of SRL interventions on achievement, engagement in cognitive activities therefore lies beyond the
scope of the current review. Cognitive activities may, however, have explained part of the direct effect of SRL interventions on
achievement. The role of cognitive strategies in the effects of SRL interventions on achievement is therefore an interesting topic for a
future review study.

Finally, task motivation (i.e., motivation before learning) is described as consisting of self-efficacy, task value, and goal or-
ientation. Task motivation also lies beyond the scope of the current review, as we considered it a precursor of SRL (cf. Artino &
Stephens, 2006; Efklides, 2011; Ning & Downing, 2012; Pintrich, 1999). However, as described in the Introduction, task motivation is
considered part of SRL in some theoretical models (e.g., Boekaerts, 1992; Zimmerman, 2002, 2008). If we would have included task
motivation in our definition of SRL, then task motivation measures such as self-efficacy and goal orientation, would have been
included in the analyses. This would have broadened the construct ‘SRL activity’ in Fig. 1. Thereby, SRL activity would most likely
have explained a greater portion of the effect of SRL interventions on achievement, thus strengthening the mediation effect. The
strength of the mediation by task motivation of the effect of SRL intervention on achievement is a worthwhile research question to
gain further insight in the interrelations between SRL interventions, SRL activity, task motivation, and achievement.

4.3. Meta-analyses of the relations between SRL interventions, SRL activity, and achievement

The second aim of this study was to systematically review the effect of SRL interventions on achievement, the effect of SRL
interventions on SRL activity, and the relationship between SRL activity and achievement in higher education. We found medium
effect sizes for all three relations. SRL interventions are thus effective for supporting students' achievement and students’ engagement
in SRL activities.

The sizes of the effects of SRL interventions on achievement and on SRL activities are smaller than the effect sizes reported in
previous meta-analyses in primary and secondary education (Boer et al., 2013; Dignath & Büttner, 2008; Dignath et al., 2008).
Students in higher education may have internalized a larger repertoire of SRL strategies than pupils in primary and secondary
education. Dignath and Büttner (2008) already found that pupils in secondary education benefitted less from SRL instruction
compared to learners in primary education. These authors argued that pupils in secondary education likely had internalized a larger
repertoire of SRL strategies and thus benefitted more from prompts to make use of these strategies. The smaller effect of SRL
instruction on achievement found in this study compared to reviews conducted in primary and secondary education may be explained
in a similar manner: Instructing students on SRL may be less effective in higher education as there is less room for improvement.
Further research to substantiate this claim is however necessary, preferably by reviewing the (difference in) effects of SRL inter-
ventions across educational levels.

The expertise reversal effect may present an additional explanation for SRL interventions being less effective in higher education
compared to primary and secondary education. The expertise reversal effect refers to the interaction between the effectiveness of
support and students' level of expertise: while students with low abilities benefit from support, students with high abilities are
impeded by support (Schnotz, 2010). If there are indeed students in higher education that possess an adequate repertoire of SRL
strategies, then the tasks presented in some of the studies may not have posed a sufficient SRL challenge for these students. The
performance of high ability students in these tasks would then have been hampered by offering SRL support, as the support would
have distracted them from learning (Clarebout, Horz, Schnotz, & Elen, 2010; Pieger & Bannert, 2018). The overall effect sizes would
thereby be lowered. Further research including measurement of learners’ expertise could determine whether the expertise reversal
effect indeed occurs with SRL interventions in higher education. For more information on the expertise reversal effect, we refer the
interested reader to the work of Van Merriënboer and others (Van Merriënboer & Sweller, 2010; Young, Van Merriënboer, Durning, &
Ten Cate, 2014).

While the need for SRL support may be reduced in higher education, the need for engagement in SRL activities increases in higher
education due to the increase in student autonomy. The increased autonomy would imply that the relation between engagement in
SRL activities and achievement would be stronger in higher education than in primary and secondary education. When comparing the
relation between engagement in SRL activities and achievement for higher education in our meta-analysis (r=0.28), with the
relation reported by Dent and Koenka (2016) for primary and secondary education (r=0.20), it becomes clear that engagement in
SRL activity and achievement are more strongly related in higher education than in primary and secondary education. The corre-
lation we found is also in line with the previous meta-analysis in higher education that examined the relation between SRL or specific
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SRL activities and achievement (Sitzmann & Ely, 2011). Correlations in this meta-analysis were found to range between r=0.11 and
r=0.37.

The effect sizes we found were not homogeneous, but heterogeneous; their magnitude varied between studies. Moderator analyses
were conducted to test which study, measurement, or intervention characteristics could significantly explain (part of) the variance in
effect sizes between studies (see Table 2).

4.4. Measurement characteristics tested as moderators

We first discuss the measurement characteristics that were included as moderators. The instrument used to measure SRL did not
significantly influence the effect of SRL activity on achievement. Interventions did have significantly different effects on SRL activity
depending on how SRL activity was measured; effects were stronger when SRL activity was measured with a counted measure,
compared to when SRL activity was measured with a questionnaire. The differences in effect sizes between studies with different
measurement instruments may have been the result of measurement (in)validity. Questionnaire measures of SRL are debated, since
students' self-reports may be inaccurate and questionnaire measures are not able to capture learners' SRL over time (Hadwin et al.,
2007; Veenman, 2016). Learners’ self-reported SRL has been found to be weakly correlated to actual counts of strategy use (Hadwin
et al., 2007; Veenman, 2005). While this explanation is plausible, yet another explanation focuses on the setting in which the studies
were conducted. Counted measures were mostly used in studies in which participants were stimulated to think aloud (e.g., Moos &
Bonde, 2016), and their verbalizations were coded for utterances of SRL. All studies with counted measures were conducted in a lab
setting, while almost all studies with questionnaire measures (77 of 82 effect sizes) were conducted in real courses. Interventions
conducted in lab settings usually have greater intensity than interventions implemented in regular education, especially when
participants are required to think aloud, as the experimenter is then continuously present while the participant studies the presented
material. The experimenter not only prompts the student to verbalize his/her thoughts during learning, but also – implicitly – makes
sure that the student adheres to the intervention. The increased intensity of lab studies using counted measures, and the resulting
intervention fidelity, may thus explain why counted measures have resulted in larger effect sizes compared to questionnaire mea-
sures. Further research is necessary to determine what causes the increased effect sizes of SRL interventions on SRL activity when SRL
is measured with a questionnaire (i.e., an offline measure) compared to a counted measure (i.e., an online measure).

The effect of SRL interventions on SRL activity was found to be stronger for general SRL measurements that included both
metacognitive and resource management activities, compared to measures that focused on a single aspect of resource management
(e.g., time management). While the effects of SRL interventions on resource management are often measured, there are no SRL
interventions that solely focus on resource management; interventions either focus on metacognition and resource management, or
only on metacognition. It is therefore not surprising that the effects of the interventions are smaller on resource management than on
SRL in general, as resource management is either not at all part of the intervention (metacognitive interventions) or only a part of the
intervention (general interventions). The difference in effect sizes is thus likely due to the misalignment of SRL interventions and SRL
measures concerning resource management.

Besides moderating the effect of SRL interventions on SRL activity, the measured SRL activity was also found to be a significant
moderator of the relationship between engagement in SRL activities and achievement. General measures of SRL (i.e., including both
metacognition and resource management activities) were more strongly related to achievement than both single and multiple aspect
measures of resource management aspects of SRL. Metacognitive measures did not differ significantly from general measures, but the
coefficients indicate that the strength of their relationship to achievement was in between those for general and resource manage-
ment measures. Scoring highly on general SRL measures indicates that the student engages in a range of SRL activities, both me-
tacognitive and resource management activities, instead of only resource management activities. Likely, this greater diversity also
indicates greater engagement with SRL, especially as resource management activities are used only during the performance phase of
learning, while metacognitive activities are used also before learning (planning) and after learning (reflection). As a result, general
SRL measures were more strongly associated with achievement than resource management measures of SRL.

The final measurement characteristic that was tested as a moderator was the achievement measure used in the included studies.
Almost all of the included studies used task performance, course performance, or GPA as achievement measure. A greater similarity
between the training task and the achievement measure might have resulted in a greater effect size (Burke & Hutchins, 2007). The
overlap between training and test is usually greater for task performance measures compared to course performance or GPA.
Therefore, effect sizes might have been larger with task performance compared to course performance or GPA. However, no sig-
nificant differences were found in the effect sizes. In the current study, achievement measure thus did not influence the effect of SRL
interventions on achievement, nor the relationship between SRL and achievement.

4.5. Intervention characteristics as moderators

We now turn to the intervention characteristics that were tested as moderators of the effect of SRL interventions on either
engagement in SRL activities or on achievement. Contrary to expectations, none of the intervention characteristics were found to
significantly moderate either the effect of SRL interventions on SRL activity, or the effect of SRL interventions on achievement.

All intervention formats (instruction, format, prompting) and possible timings of the intervention (before the course, first half or
second half of course, before and during the course, and during the whole course) were found to be beneficial for both SRL activity as
well as achievement; none had a negative effect. However, no significant differences between the intervention formats and timings of
the interventions were found. The inclusion of cognitive strategies in the SRL intervention was also an insignificant moderator on
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both relations. This finding is in line with the assumption that cognitive strategy training is important for younger children, but not
for students in higher education. In contrast to students in higher education, young children have not yet internalized a sufficient
repertoire of cognitive strategies they can implement during learning (Dignath & Büttner, 2008). No significant differences were
found between interventions tailored to the learning context and interventions that were not tailored to the learning context either.
The group of studies with interventions tailored to the learning context was, however, much larger than the group of studies with
interventions that were not tailored to the learning context. Therefore, we cannot determine whether there is no influence of SRL
interventions being tailored to the learning context, or if the lack of a significant result is due to too few studies with a non-tailored
intervention design. The results of the analyses with the format of the intervention (i.e., instruction, application or prompting) as
moderator, however, also do not provide clear indications that tailoring the intervention to the learning context is crucial for the
effectiveness of the SRL intervention to support students’ engagement in SRL activities and/or their achievement.

The final intervention characteristic we tested was the SRL activity or set of SRL activities supported by the SRL intervention.
Based on the finding that general SRL measures were more strongly related to achievement than resource management measures, it
was anticipated that general SRL interventions would be more beneficial for achievement than interventions that focus on either
metacognition or resource management. Developing a broad set of SRL skills could be considered more important for achievement.
However, no differences were found in SRL intervention effectiveness depending on the set of SRL activities supported.

4.6. Non-significance of moderators

From the large range of moderators tested, only a few were found to be significant. Multicollinearity between coded char-
acteristics may explain the lack of significant results. Some study, measurement, and intervention characteristics occurred together
frequently, such as prompting in lab studies and using questionnaires in real courses. To reduce the risk of not finding significant
results due to multicollinearity (type II errors), we tested each group of characteristics separately. However, there also was some
multicollinearity between characteristics within each group. For instance, prompting only occurred during studies and not before.
Furthermore, the SRL measurement and the type of SRL measured are related. Almost all measures of multiple SRL aspects (i.e.,
general, metacognitive multiple aspects, and resource management multiple aspects) were measured with questionnaires, and not
with self-assessment accuracy or counted (e.g., think aloud) measures. Self-assessment accuracy on the other hand is a measure of
self-assessment which is always coded as a ‘single aspect metacognitive measure’. All moderators of one group were tested at once, as
testing all moderators separately would have greatly increased the number of analyses and thereby the risk of falsely finding sig-
nificant results. However, the frequent co-occurrence of specific characteristics within groups may have reduced the relative pre-
dictive strength of each moderator.

In addition, three aspects of the included studies may have significantly influenced the relations tested. These aspects may
therefore have been significant moderators. They were however not included as moderators in the analyses as they could not be
coded. First, as already indicated in the discussion of the mediation results, time on task may have differed between conditions. If the
intervention caused students to spend more time learning, then time on task may have moderated the effect of SRL interventions on
achievement. Time on task could however not be coded as it was not reported in any of the included studies. Another potential
moderator that could not be coded was the intensity of the intervention, while it could be assumed that interventions with a greater
intensity likely have greater effects. For instance, a 30-min instruction on SRL right before a 45-min learning task (Azevedo &
Cromley, 2004) likely has a much greater effect compared to having students work through 10 modules of materials and the in-
tervention consisting of a self-reflection prompt (“Do I understand all of the key points of the training material?“) after five of these
modules (Sitzmann, Bell, Kraiger, & Kanar, 2009). It was attempted to code intervention characteristics that indicate intervention
intensity (e.g., weeks the intervention ran, duration of the intervention in hours). In most studies however, this information was not
reported clearly enough to be coded. Therefore the intervention intensity could not be tested as a moderator. A third moderator that
could not be included due to missing information was participants' and teachers’ fidelity to the intervention (e.g., the extent to which
teachers instructed SRL as intended by the researchers). Participants and teachers likely adhered to the interventions in different
degrees, which could influence the effects of the SRL intervention on both SRL activity and achievement. We consider these three
potential moderators important to take into account in future SRL studies, as described as suggestions for future research.

Finally, students' motivation may also have influenced the tested relations. Students’ with greater task motivation (e.g., self-
efficacy) engage in SRL activities more frequently (Artino, 2008; Pintrich, 1999). Task motivation may also influence the effec-
tiveness of SRL interventions, with students who are more interested in the task, also being more interested in learning ways to
improve their SRL and achievement. Interventions would then be more effective in improving engagement in SRL activities and
achievement for students with greater task motivation. Task motivation may therefore moderate the effect of SRL interventions on
SRL activities as well as the effect of SRL interventions on achievement. In the current review, task motivation was not included as it
is considered a precursor of SRL (Artino & Stephens, 2006; Efklides, 2011; Ning & Downing, 2012; Pintrich, 1999). However, as
already indicated in the discussion of the mediation effects, the influence of task motivation on the relations between SRL inter-
ventions, SRL activities, and achievement is a worthwhile direction for further review studies to explore.

4.7. Implications and future research

To summarize, we investigated the mediating role of SRL activity on the effect of SRL interventions on achievement, and we
explored which moderators significantly explain the variability in effect sizes for (1) the effect of SRL interventions on achievement,
(2) the effect of SRL interventions on SRL activity, and (3) the relation between SRL activity and achievement. In this section, we
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discuss practical, theoretical, and methodological implications of our findings and suggestions for future research.
The positive effect of SRL interventions on both SRL activity as well as on achievement, leads to the practical implication that SRL

interventions are effective in supporting students. We therefore advice practitioners to implement SRL interventions in higher
education to support learners' engagement in SRL activities as well as their achievement. The lack of significant moderators of the
effects of SRL interventions makes it difficult to provide concrete design guidelines for such SRL interventions. However, the lack of
significant moderators also implies that there may be no ‘wrong’ intervention designs; as no intervention type is less effective than
others, practitioners have great freedom in their intervention design. Based on our results, we thus cannot offer practical guidelines
on how to develop the intervention, but we do emphasize the importance of implementing an SRL intervention to support learners'
engagement in SRL activities and their achievement.

The partial mediation of SRL interventions on achievement by SRL activity results in the theoretical implication that the im-
provements in student achievement as a result of SRL interventions are mostly due to other factors than students’ SRL activity. More
insight should be gained on what these additional factors are or could be. We have described the influence time on task, cognitive
activity, and task motivation may have on the effectiveness of SRL interventions. It might be worthwhile to review the relations
between SRL interventions, SRL activities, achievement, time on task, cognitive activity, and task motivation to further explain the
effect of SRL interventions on achievement.

The differential effects of SRL interventions on SRL and achievement lead to methodological implications. As the results of our
mediation analysis indicate, it cannot be assumed that the effect of SRL interventions on achievement is (solely) due to students’
engagement in SRL activities. Therefore, it is important to test and report the effects of SRL interventions on both SRL activity and
achievement, and that the correlation between SRL activity and achievement is reported as well. Doing so allows for the calculation
of the mediating effect of SRL activity in the relation between SRL interventions and achievement, which is important for our
understanding of the relation between these constructs, as well as for the design of SRL interventions.

Finally, several moderators could not be tested due to information not being (clearly) reported in the studies included in this
meta-analysis (i.e., time on task, intervention intensity, and intervention fidelity). These moderators may however significantly
explain part of the variance in effect sizes. We therefore recommend researchers to report information on these aspects in future
studies, making it possible to test and review their influence.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we have performed meta-analyses of three relations: (1) the effect of SRL interventions on achievement, (2) the
effect of SRL interventions on engagement in SRL activities, and (3) the relationship between engagement in SRL activities and
achievement. With advanced statistical methods, we tested whether improvements in achievement after implementing an SRL in-
tervention are mediated by SRL activity. We found evidence that the effect of SRL interventions on achievement is only partially
mediated by SRL activity. Most of the effectiveness of SRL interventions for improving student achievement is thus not due to
improvements in SRL, but due to other factors, contrary to common assumption. Furthermore, we provided insight into the factors
that moderate each of the three studied relations in higher education. We have thereby shown that SRL interventions may have
different effects on students' achievement and students' engagement in SRL activities. By combining mediation analysis with three
separate meta-analyses, this systematic review provides a thorough and complete synthesis of current SRL research in higher edu-
cation, while opening new avenues for future exploration.
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